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WHITNEY DICKENS
Staff Writer

RACI

bOO*

lege Queens

title was "HBCUs
Bringing Dreams to
Reality."
With the

Miss A&T, Tanisha Shavonne
Fordham, claimed the title,
"Miss National Black College
Alumni Hall of Fame 2008Honorable
2009" on Saturday evening,
Glenda HatchSeptember 27, 2008.
ett as Mistress
The event was held in the Fordham
of CeremoHyatt Regency hotel ballroom nies, the competition began as
all of the queens collaboratively
in Atlanta, G.A.
"I wasn't surprised that Tanperformed a dance rendition enisha won," said Jaleeza Kent, titled: "A Tribute to the Harlem
junior industrial engineering Renaissance, Celebrating the
major. "She didreally good, but Essence ofBlack Beauty."
the competition was between
The queens whomade the top
her and Miss Clark Atlanta. I reten were announced as semi-fially did expect her to win, not nalists. With Tanisha's name beto sound cocky, but just to exing called first, it was evident to
emplify how much confidence I witness all the support and love
have in her."
she had being that over half of
Aside from Fordham, there the audience were Aggies. All
were 27 other queens to comyou could hear was, "Can I get a
pete representing 27 historically Aggie Pride!"
black colleges and universities.
"A&T showed out, she had
The queens represented
more support than all the queens
schools ranging from Alabama in the entire competition. She
A&M University to Winston even received standing ovations
Salem State University. The
Competition of the Black Col� See MISSA&Ton Page 3

Al Sharpton hosts
'Not This Time'
rally on campus
ofthe nation's

KAREN THOMPSON
News Editor

"Now is the time," was the
phrase that the Rev. Al Sharpton
used as his slogan for Monday's
early morning meeting with students on NCA&T's campus.
At 10:00 am in the Student
Union, a crowd of students,
faculty and community members gathered in the Stallings
Ballroom for what Sharpton
called an "emergency meeting."
Sharpton spoke on topics ranging from Wall Street, the Federal Government, to student loans
and the war in Iraq.
Sharpton began the meeting
by discussing the current climate
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economy.

Sharpton

He believes
the $700 billion bailout
by Congress
directly affects students
at A&T and
across the na-

tion,

"At the end of it all, A&T
students, their children and future generations will have to
pay for the bad decisions our
government is making. A&T
students must register to vote
in order to change things. If at

� See SHARPTON on Page 3
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Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama, D—III., shakeshands with local supporters at theObama-Biden rally outside the J. Douglas Galyon Depot in downtown Greensboro on
Saturday, Sept. 27, 2008. This was Obama'sfirst public appearance after debating Republican candidateSen. John McCain, R-Ariz., on Friday.

Democratic nominees
campaign in Greensboro
MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
Managing Editor
Less than 24 hours after the

first presidential debate of this
election season, Sen. Barack
Obama and his vice presidential running-mate, Sen. Joe
Biden, held thefirst post-debate
rally in front ofGreensboro's J.
Douglas Galyon Depot on Saturday afternoon.
An upwards of 18,000 people packed the streets of East
Washington and South Davie
at the rally, which was free of

Global Markets and an A&T
alumnus of the class of '82,
was the featured speaker for the
The North Carolina A&T inaugural presentation. Wilson
State University School of related to students the imporBusiness and Economics pretance of developing a passion
sented its Closing Bell Speaker for the business world and beSeries on Thursday for the in- ing a strong business leader.
"You constantly need to
auguration ofthe new financial
trading room.
manage your network and be
The speaker series, which sure you have mentors in your
is to have five more events company at all times," Wilson
throughout the 2008-2009 said while advising the audiacademic year, addressed the ence on maintaining a successnuances of finance in today's ful business.
world
Wilson also related to the
troubled economy and the failJoseph T. Wilson, Jr., managing director for Citigroup ure of Lehman Brothers and
MARCUS THOMPSON

StaffWriter

the
'DEBATER'STAR
RALLIES VOTERS

theSIZ
CITI BUYS OUT

Al Sharpton comes to Stallings
Ballroom ready to inspire the
Greensboro community to get out
the vote

v

word out to "Barack the vote".

chance for our first AfricanAmerican president."
Sen. Obama found himself
addressing the nation the night
prior to his Greensboro stop, as
he stood adjacent from his campaign adversary, Sen. JohnMcCain, debating on everything
from foreign policy issues to
the $700 billion dollar bailout.
Sen. Obama used the postdebate platform in Greensboro
to criticize the candidate at the
top ofthe GOP ticket. The last
two presidential debates are
scheduled for October 7 at Bel-

mont University and October
15 at Hofstra University.
"On issue after issue, from
taxes, to healthcare, to the War
in Iraq, you heard John McCain
make the case for more of the
same policies that got us into
this mess," Obama said. "But
just as important as what we
did hear from John McCain, is
what we didn't hear from John
McCain. He talked about the
economy for 40 minutes, and
not once did Senator McCain

� See OBAMA-BIDEN on Page 3

Ribbon cut on campus Trading Room

ONLINE
SHARPTON'S
VOTER RALLY

Great Debaters' star Jurnee
Smollet came to visit aggie land
Thursday, in a quest to get the

admission to the general public. Despite threatening storm
clouds looming throughout
the event, the most thunderous
noise came from A&T's Blue
and Gold Marching Machine's
Cold Steel drumline.
"This is an awesome event
and a very right event in that
Greensboro is a city where the
civil rights movement began,"
said Mayor Yvonne Johnson,
Greensboro's first AfricanAmerican mayor and an A&T
alumna. "Here we are in 2008
and we absolutely have a

other investment banker firms.
He stated that he believed it
was very likely that America
will slide into arecession, market sales would bereduced, and
economic concerns would rise.
In addition to his advice on establishing success in a failing
economy, he also left students
with words of encouragement.
"I have picked cotton. For me
to go from that environment to
this, you guys are in the position to do the same."
After the audience were
engaged in a question and answer session with the guest
speaker, Dr. Quiester Craig,

theSCENE

theWORD

WACHOVIA

COBB CROWNED
MR. AGGIE

DATING IS JUST
LIKE BUSINESS

Charlotte based Wachovia, gets
bought out by CITI after a
financial woe.

Marcus Cobb, senior merchandising design major from Capitol
Heights, Md was crowned Mr.

One student explains why
Aggies should approach dating
the same way the approach a
business opportunity.

Aggie 2008-09.

Dean of the School ofBusiness
and Economics, gave the clos-

ing remarks. "Listening to Joe
and what he said, who says that
this university is not capable of
change?" Craig said. "This is
what North Carolina A&T State
University is about. We are difference makers and we are able
to make a change globally."
Students, faculty, and guests
praised the speakers with a
standing ovation and they were
eager to speak directly with the
presenters at the end ofthe presentation.

� See TRADING on Page3
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Sharpton doesn't rally for either
candidate, just voters on campus

Drug and Alcohol Awareness

Week: 102 Jamz
Memorial Student Union

Parking Lot
11 a.m.

Got Questions: Ask
Counseling Services
Memorial Student Union
Room 100 (Memorial Room)
Noon

Intramural Flag Football
Holland Bowl

4 p.m.

How to Sell Yourself
Gibbs Hall
Room 0337
6 p.m.
Senate Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Room 0005
7 p.m.

Hispanic Dance Festival
Harrison Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

WallsThat Bleed
Documentary Screening
Harrison Auditorium

7 p.m.

Triad Youth Jazz Festival

Farm Shelter
4 p.m.

Rising Star Info Session
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
11 a.m.

Homecoming Gospel Show
Harrison Auditorium
6 p.m.

Homecoming Pep Rally
Corbett Sports Center
6 p.m.

Open Swimming
Corbett Sports Center Pool
6 p.m.

Homecoming Comedy Show
Starring Mike Epps
Corbett Sports Center
8 p.m.

The A&T

REGISTER
Box E-25

1601 E. Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27411
Newsroom: NCB 328A
(336) 334-7700
www.ncatregister.com
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The Rev. Al Sharpton gets studentsand community membersfired up about being active
voters. Sharpton remained nonpartisan during the entire event on Tuesday in Stallings
Ballroom.

telling them that they would be
able to afford the high-priced
loans," said Sharpton.
Sharpton insists that students register to vote and volunteer for at least an hour to
help other students register as
weapons of mass destruction well. "We don't need votes
in Iraq but Iraq was never the to come up missing again like
perpetrator.
they did back in the 2000 and
Homeland Security tells us 2004 elections," warns Sharpto leave it to them because they ton.
are the experts, but if they are
As Sharpton instructs helpsuch experts why is Bin Laden, ers to hand out voter regiswho is the culprit, somehow tration forms to unregistered
still roaming the mountains students, he finishes by sayof Afghanistan on dialysis ing, "Thia isn't about Barack
and producing three videos a Obama or even John McCain,
but the life you want to have in
year?"
"People are losing their the future. The hardest thing
homes and are called 'dumb' for a black preacher to do is
because they believed what the conduct a funeral for an insiglenders told them, instead of nificant Negro. Don't allow
your life to end without doing
the lenders being called predators for lying to the people and something significant."
ton

On the subject of the war
in Iraq, Sharpton says, "We
are in a war that should have
never been started in the first
place. We went to war on lies.
We were told that there were

Obama and Biden campaign for
votes in Greensboro over weekend
OBAMA-BIDEN From page 1
talk about the struggles ofmiddle-class families."
It took about the same amount
oftime for the democraticticket
to speak to the audience Saturday afternoon in the Gate City.
Sen. Biden, will be participating in the first and only
vice-presidential debate of the
campaign season on Oct. 2 at
Washington University in St.
Louis.
Sen. Biden addressed the
crowd first before introducing
the presidential hopeful. In his
address, he took sharp aim toward the man at the top of the
Republican ticket.
"Folks at-this moment in our
history, we need more than a
brave soldier - we need a wise
leader, and that leader is Barack
Obama," Biden said.
Many of the "folks" that
Biden was addressing in the
crowd happened to be Aggies.
Although there is no Students
for Barack Obama chapter on
campus, the enthusiasm is apparent through many organizations and individuals.
"The excitement ofthis election has been raised across the
nation as well as on A&T's
campus," said Sean Nickols,
senior architectural engineering
major and member ofAlpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Incorporated.
"It's very important than young
people and the younger generation feel that their votes matter
and this candidate makes them
feel that their votes count and it
will make a difference."

with a guitar to African dancing.
The poise and projection portion
followed a brief entertainment.
as
The queens were to present
from other schools
she performed and presented herself," themselves in an evening gown
said Carla Saunders, sophomore of their choice, and exemplify
poise, appearance, and grace.
agricultural education major.
The presentation/image por"A lot ofthe girls were 'pageant' girls, but Tanisha had the tion followed the poise and protrue essence of a queen. Her jection portion.
The queens chose quessmile just enlightened you."
Following the selection, the tions at random and answered
judges were introduced and the them on the spot. The resignremaining ten queens presented ing queen, Miss Orna-Charece
their oratory pieces.
Jones of Tennessee State UniAs Miss A&T began, "I am versity gave her farewell walk,
not ego-trippin..." she ended and acknowledgements of the
with a sincere thank you as she event were presented.
received a standing ovation
As the crowd anxiously
from her supporters and other awaited the crownig of Miss
members ofthe audience.
NBCA Hall of Fame 2008After another entertainment 2009, Judge Hatchett inspired
piece, the top ten was narrowed the drum roll that raised the
down to the top five. Excited anticipation level even more.
Aisha Cole ofClark Atlanta was
and hopeful Aggies showed Aggie Pride as they screamed when crowned second runner-up.
Tanisha was announced first as a
First runner-up, Mwansa
semi-finalist in the competition. Changwe from University of
Queens representing Ala- The District of Columbia was
bama State University, Clark then announced. And the title,
Atlanta, Lincoln University of Miss NBCA Hall ofFame 2008Pennsylvania, and University 2009 was announced, Miss
of The District' of Columbia North Carolina Agricultural and
were also selected. Following Technical State University.
Nothing but excitement
the announcement, the queens
presented and performed their filled the ballroom as Aggies
talent.
and other supporters cheered,
Talents ranged from singing screamed, and cried as Tanisha

MISS A&T From page 1

SHARPTON From pagel
anytime you all need to take
life seriously, now is the time,"
bellowed Sharpton.
Sharpton goes on to compare the events of the 1960's
with the events that have occurred during the present decade. He mentions the fact that
many people ofthis generation
claim that the 1960s was a bad
time to live in, especially for
black people who led the Civil
Rights Movement.
However, he urges the crowd
to realize that the time that we
live in now, is just as bad as
the 1960's because ofthe crisis
Americans are involved in with
a Federal Government that has
made disastrous mistakes for
the past eight years.
"Now, banks are closing,
corporations are going under
financially, black 17 year-old
kids in Jena, LA are being
locked up and legally tried
as adults and more and more
blacks are facing death row
because somebody under oath
lied on them. Don't talk about
back in the day, these days are
worse," shouted Sharpton.
On a brighter note, Sharpton began to specifically urge
the A&T students and all other
Greensboro college students
that they could be the ones to
take the lead and usher in a
new day for all ofAmerica.
"Don't underestimate the
power of students. Will you
be recorded as students who
changed the course of history?
Whether good or bad your gonna be in the history books one
way or the other," said Sharp-

Miss A&T wins another
major honor in Atlanta

the I
Larceny

September 29th, 11:37 p.m
Price Hall
University professor reported
that on 08-11-08 he noted that
a computer in the computer lab
was missing from Price Hall.
There were no suspects, witnesses or evidence. The computer has
■keen valued at $1445 and this
.case will be forwarded to CID.
Larceny

September 29th, 12:40 p.m
Memorial Student Union
UPD responded to the Student
Union in reference to the larceny
of a book bag. The bag and its
contents were valued at $351.
There are no suspects, witnesses
or evidence colleted.
B&E / Larceny
September 29th, 4:19 p.m
Aggie Suites

UPD responded to Aggie
Suites in reference to the BIE
and larceny from a motor vehicle.
A GPS unit and cell phone holder
was stolen from the vehicle.
The stolen items were valued at
$203. There were no suspects,
witnesses or evidence collected.

Lost Property
September 29th, 4:19 p.m
Curtis Hall
A student reported that
he lost his cell phone while in
Curtis Hall. The phone has been
deactivated and he will receive a
replacement phone.

Lost Property
September 29th, 1:30 p.m
Ward Hall
A student reported that
he lost his cell phone while in
Curtis Hall. The phone has been
deactivated and he will receive a
replacement phone.

Domestic Dispute
September 27th, 11:02 a.m
Off Campus
A female student reported
that she and her boyfriend got
into a domestic dispute and an
assault occurred off campus. The
GPD was contacted and are now
investigating the incident. There

were no injuries reported.

If you're in trouble or
see something suspicious
Call (336) 334-7675

HEY
AGGIES!
ier Ingredients,

letter Pizza.
PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS

Presidentialcandidate Sen. Barack Obama, D—III., listens as Sen. Joe Biden, D-Del., introduces
him to supporters in Greensboro.Saturday's rally brought 20,000 supporters to the downtown
train depot.
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'Great Debaters'star speaks
on behalf of 'Change'
TRACEY BATTLE
Contributor

Jurnee Smollet came to visit
aggie land Thursday, in a quest
to get the word out to "Barack
the vote".
As Jurnee Smollet entered
the student union, students
gathered in Stalling's Ballroom
anticipating to hear a speech
similar to the performance she
gave in the movie The Great
Debaters,

This New Year, with this
new generation of voters, can

help obtain the North Carolina vote. She illustrated how
Barack Obama's campaign is
all about unity and coming together as one.
Due to many issues that still
occur today in this society such
as racism, sexism, and lack of
equal rights it would seem as if
America's unity is long gone.
Right now there are between 5
or 8 million African Americans
who are not registered voters.
Smollet, then spoke on the
importance of registering to
vote and revealed her feelings
about the political election.
"These times determine our
life and the welfare ofour country, mortgage crisis, and credit
card crisis," said Smollet.
She then talked about the series of events that occurred during the attacks of September

11th, which at that time helped
this country gain unity. That
moment changed the American
people.
Smollet also continued to
explain that Americans were
seen to be distant and a sense
ofunity was not evident.
The economy, healthcare,
global status and education are
straddling on the line of competent and a complete failure
in which college students are
highly affected by this malfunction.
She also urged many Aggies
to stand up and help the less
fortunate understand how important this election is and how
everyone should register to
vote, "It takes ordinary people
like me and you making phone
calls, knocking on doors, and
getting people registered to
vote," she said.
Smollet, a strong supporter
ofBarack Obama, she first got
drawn to his campaign a few
years ago when Obama spoke
about the L.A. Watts riot's fifteenth anniversary. She was
intrigued by how he spoke of
the spirit of change and the
spirit of progress while channeling many of our leaders of
the past.
This speech kept her inspired and was the catalyst for
her to start working for Barack
immediately.

PHOTO BY MICHAELA EDWARDS

Caption
Caption

Campus Trading Room
will allow students to
buy and sell stocks

%4t

PHOTOBY LEROY MIKELL

Caption
Caption

"If people stay engaged and
not pay attention to the circus,
then we as a people can make
this election year historic," she
said.
For Smollet, Barack Obama
has brought a great deal ofhard
work and determination to this

election

The hope of change in
American is greatly needed in
these few years. "I'm fired up
about this campaign because
the spirit ofthe campaign is a
beautiful thing to be apart of."

Students With Interest in Music
a growing organization
JASMINE JOHNSON
Contributor

Although Students with Interest in Music (SWIM) is only
in its second year as an organization at A&T, the group has
been very successful thus far.
The founder, senior Paul
McGregor, from Durham,
started SWIM because he felt
a responsibility to mentor others in how the music industry
works behind the scenes.
"I wanted to bridge the gap
between students and the industry," said McGregor. "We
wantto make SWIM more than
a student organization."
Although the group mainly
caters to those students who
want to break into the music
industry, the group also helps
teach students who want to be
successful in any other industry. The club prides itself in
"creating the next generation
ofindustry executives."
In its first year of establishment, Swim brought popular

as broadening their aspects and
branching out into the financial
markets and continuing build"I think it's a great program. ing on the reputation that they
have," said Shelmar Pemberton,
It's good to have leaders, especially alumni come talk to us senior finance major from Denand let us know what's going on ver, Colorado.
in the business market and let"I thought that we actually
ting us know things we can do had a seasoned vet, Aggie alum,
to prepare ourselves when we who came back and gave back to
graduate and enter the business the school, and they did a great
world. It's justgood to have the job because they talked about fiopportunity to speak to people nancial markets in a time when
like that and share their knowlit matters," said William Allen,
edge with us," said Alicia Bell, an A&T graduate who majored
sophomore marketing major in business management.
from Chicago, who also did the
The upcoming topics in the
welcome for the inaugural cer- Speaker Series are to focus on
emony.
the understanding of technol"The Speaker Series was ogy in the business world, the
amazing. I was blown away, importance ofmentorship, netvery informative, and I feel working, financial literacy, and
that Wilson is helping A&T be- "cracking the corporate code".
come financially sound as far

TRADING From page 1

hip-hop artist Lupe Fiasco to hosted by A&T and SWIM but
the homecoming pep rally for will feature live bands from
an autograph signing party.
all over North Carolina. The
During their Chris Brown group hopes that this fest will
listening party, they gave away serve as a catalyst for expandtickets to the Chris Brown coning nationally.
cert. The group has also started
The next big event for them
SWIM radio 90.1 hosted by will take place during homeP-Mac and Boss Bank Friday coming week on Oct. 6 at 12
nights 12 midnight until 2 a.m. noon in the Memorial Student
These two have interviewed Union
artists such as J. Holiday, Pretty
The event, called the Social
Ricky, Ace Hood, The Dream, Lounge features a panel featurand Chrisette Michelle.
ing 9th Wonder, Byron Hurt,
The current president, Afrika and Kyle Santillian
Charles Taylor, joined the or- (102 Jamz), A&T's own proganization in its very early fessor Bryon Turman, Chuck
stages. Taylor also serves as Creekmur and Greg Watkins
the college representative for will discuss Hip-hop, politics,
and more
Allhiphop.com. Through networking, McGregor and Taylor
The group has worked very
have been able to bring many closely with Allhiphop.com in
opportunities for the members order to bring performances by
including internships through Yung Berg, Rock City, DG Yola
and Young Steff to the homeAllhiphop.com.
This establishment is in the coming pep rally on Oct. 6.
process of planning a spring
"We are using SWIM to
music festival in downtown its full advantages and teachGreensboro.
ing students how to network
The music fest would be at the same time," said current

Are you
regis
to VOTE?
The deadline Oct. 10
in

President Charles Taylor. "We
want our members to know that
they can achieve and go to any
height with the dedication and
diligence to do so."
Not only does the organization try to bring top artists
to A&T, but they also deal
with local artists such as Little
Brother.
If a member is interested
in bringing a musical artist to
campus, McGregor and Taylor will try to make it happen.
However, the two can only go
so far as they can due to regulations from recording studios.
The group is in the process
of starting SWIM T.V. With
McGregor and Taylor, it has
developed a "true passion to
teach others." That passion is
the educational aspect of the
music industry.
"We're taking' it back to
that kid in the dorm making
music and hopefully creating a
level playing field for students
in the music industry," said
McGregor.

Spa Creations

1400 Battleground Ave
Suite 144E
Greensboro, NC 27408

1/2 Off Eyebrows

GO ONLINE:

www.sboe.state.nc.us/content.aspx?id=23

$5 Off Eyelashes
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U.S. helicopters track Sudan-bound ship with weapons
ship are demanding a $20 million ransom.

M0HAMED0LAD HASSAN
Associated Press
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)

—

U.S. warships and helicopters
on Monday surrounded a hijacked cargo ship loaded with
Sudan-bound tanks and other
arms to keep the weapons from
falling "into the wrong hands,"
an American Navy spokesman
said.

The shipment of 33 Russian-designed tanks, rifles and
ammunition on the Ukrainianoperated Faina was headed for
Sudan — not Kenya as previously claimed by Kenyan officials, said Lt. Nathan Christensen, a deputy spokesman for
the U.S. Navy's Bahrain-based
5th Fleet.
The pirates who seized the

Christensen said an unspecified number of destroyers and
cruisers have joined the San
Diego-based USS destroyer
Howard within a 10-mile radius
of the Faina.

"The safety ofthe ship's crew
and cargo is a paramount concern to us," Christensen said,
adding additional warships and
helicopters were deployed to
prevent the weapons from falling "into the wrong hands."
The U.S. fears the armaments
onboard the Ukrainian vessel may end up with al-Qaidalinked Islamic insurgents who
have been fighting the shaky
U.N.-backed Somali transitional
government since late 2006.
"We maintain

a vigilant

watch over the ship and we will
remain on station while nego-

the deck of the Faina via satelThe ban does not cover other shipping," said Rear Adm. Kenlite phone — and verified his weapons sales to the governdall Card, commander of the
tiations between the pirates and location by handing the phone ments in Khartoum or southern task force monitoring the ship.
the shipping company are going over to the ship's captain, who Sudan
Kenyan officials on Monday
on," Christensen told The Assoalso spoke with the AP.
The shipment was destined declined to discuss the destinaciated Press.
The 5th Fleet said the ship for southern Sudan — not Dartion ofthe weapons. Ukrainian
Pirates seized the Faina's was headed for the Kenyan port fur — and did not violate the Defense Ministry spokesman
Ukrainian, Russian and Latvian ofMombasa, but that "additionembargo, a Western diplomat in Valentyn Mandriyevsky said
crew offSomalia's lawless coast al reports state the cargo was inNairobi, Kenya, who spoke on the ministry was not dealing in
on Thursday as it headed to Ketended for Sudan."
condition ofanonymity because weapons trade and didn't know
nya and anchored the vessel off
Christensen did not specify he's not authorized to speak to where the cargo was bound.
Somalia's coast near the central whether the arms were intended the press, told the AP.
Western intelligence reports
town of Hobyo. One of the 21 for the Khartoum-based governChristensen said the Navy a few days ago said the ultimate
crew members has died.
ment, or southern Sudan, which maintains "standard bridge-todestination was Sudan and that
Christensen said U.S. de- was granted a degree of autonbridge communication" with Kenya was only the transshipstroyers and cruisers have been omy under a 2005 peace deal Faina's crew via DHF radio, ment point, said one Western
deployed within 10 miles ofthe that also guaranteed the oil-rich but stressed that the Navy was official, who spoke on condition
Ukrainian vessel and American region a referendum on full in- not participating or facilitating of anonymity because he was
helicopters were circling above. dependence in 2011. negotiations."Our goal is to endiscussing classified material.
He said the issue became
Sugule Ali, a spokesman for
The U.N. has imposed an sure the safety of the crew, to
the pirates, said Sunday that arms embargo on weapons not allow off-loading of danger- confused after Kenyan lead"planes" were flying overhead. headed to Sudan's Darfur conous cargo and to make certain ers had publicly referred to the
He said he was speaking from flict zone.
Faina can return to legitimate tanks as their own.

Cadbury recalls tainted chocolates McCain finds himself at a dead end
with saving America's financial crisis
The company said its dairy

MINLEE
Associated Press

HONG KONG (AP) — British candy maker Cadbury said Monday
it is recalling 11 types of Chinese-made chocolates found to
contain melamine, as police in
northern China raided a network
accused of adding the banned
chemical to milk.
A Cadbury spokesman said it
was too early to say how much
ofthe chemical was in the choc-

olates made at its Beijing plant,
and another company official
said the factory was responsible
for only 0.5 percent of global
sales and supplies Australia,
Taiwan, Nauru, Hong Kong and
Christmas Island.

suppliers are generally cleared
by government milk testing.
Meanwhile, police in Hebei
province arrested 22 people and
seized more than 480 pounds
of the chemical, used to make
plastics, in the raids, the official
Xinhua News Agency reported.
The report said the melamine
was produced in illicit plants
and sold to breeding farms and
purchasing stations.
Xinhua said 19 ofthe 22 detainees were managers of pastures, breeding farms and purchasing stations.
It did not say when the raids
took place.
The scandal broke this month
when authorities said infant formula produced by Sanlu was

SEN

IITIAgE

.

causing kidney stones in babies and young children.
Four infants have died and
some 54,000 have become ill

after drinking the contaminated baby formula.
Subsequent tests revealed
melamine contamination in
products ranging from yogurt to candy to pastries.
Authorities believe suppliers added melamine, which is
rich in nitrogen, to watereddown milk to deceive quality
tests for protein.
Another Cadbury spokesman, reached through the
company's London office,
said there was no the contaminated chocolate could
find its way into other countries.

STEVEN R. HURST
Associated Press

ment that blamed Obama

_

WASHINGTON (AP) Republican John McCain has maneuvered himselfinto a political
dead end and has five weeks to
find his way out.
Last Wednesday, McCain
suspended his presidential campaign to insert himself into a
$700 billion effort to rescue
America's crumbling financial
structure. In so doing, he tied
himself far more tightly to the
bill than did his Democratic opponent, Barack Obama.
Then, as the bailout plan
appeared ready for passage
Monday in the House, McCain
bragged that he was an actionoriented Teddy Roosevelt Republican who did not sit on the

E. Cone BLvd.
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sidelines at a moment ofcrisis.
The implication: that he
played a critical role in building bipartisan support for the
unprecedented bailout.
"I went to Washington last
week to make sure that the taxpayers of Ohio and across this
great country were not left footing the billfor mistakes made on
Wall Street and in Washington,"
McCain said at a campaign rally
in the swing state of Ohio.
Both he and Obama had insisted the plan originally proposed by the Bush administration be strengthened with greater
oversight andregulation.
Within hours, however,
the measure died in the House
mainly at the hands ofMcCain's
own Republicans.
McCain was on his campaign

plane preparing to leave Ohio
when the House vote became
final. McCain's chief economic
adviser, however, issued a state-

"This bill failed because Barack Obama and the Democrats
put politics ahead of country,"
McCain senior policy adviser
Doug Holtz-Eakin said.
When he reached Iowa, Mc-

Cain told reporters: "Now is not
the time to fix the blame, it's
time to fix the problem."
All in all, McCain might
have been better served by staying out of the mess and above
the fray.
If the congressional impasse
leads to a credit crisis, "it's not
going to be good for McCain,"
veteran Republican consultant
John Feehery said.
Obama had predicted trouble last week when he said the
four-term Arizona senator was
wrongly inserting red-hot presidential politics into a critical
bailout plan even as the package
was finding little support among
voters.

As the plan failed Monday,
the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 778 points, the largest
one-day point drop ever. Credit
markets, whose turmoil helped
feed the stock market's deep
anxiety, froze up further with the
growing belief that the country
is headed into a spreading credit
and economic crisis.
Stunned traders on the floor

of the New York Stock Exchange watched on TV screens
as the House voted down the
plan, and they saw stock prices
tumbling on their monitors.
After the House vote, Obama

— campaigning in swing-state
Colorado — declared that
McCain had "fought against
commonsense regulations for
decades, he's called for less regulation 20 times just this year,

and he said in a recent interview
that he thought deregulation has
actually helped grow our economy."
"Senator, what economy are
you talking about?"
said.

Obama

Sensing Obama's advantage,
spokesman Bill Burton piled
on:

"This is a moment of national crisis, and today's inaction in
Congress as well as the angry
and hyper-partisan statement released by the McCain campaign
are exactly why the American
people are disgusted with Washington."

McCain has been routinely
wrong-footed on the slumping U.S. economy throughout
the campaign, starting last year
when he said he was not as up
on that subject as he would like
to be.
Polls consistently have
shown voters place greater trust
in Obama to pull the country out
of a financial crisis that has not
been matched since the Great
Depression ofthe 1930s.
McCain — apparently obsessed with those facts — gambledlastWednesday by declaring
he had suspended campaigning
to bring his considerable bipartisan credentials to bear in congressional negotiations with the
Bush administration. Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson sent
the enormous bailout package to
Congress 11 days ago and said
passage was urgent.

The measure went down
228-205, with more than twothirds of McCain's own Republicans and 40 percent of Democrats opposed.

Former teacher gets six year sentence for
sex scandal in Mexico with a 13-year-old
ANNA JO BRATTON
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proceed with a state case
Peterson and her relatives

court documents

She and the boy disappeared
and friends cried as they waved in October, soon after the school
district's superintendent conOMAHA, Neb. (AP) — A former to each other across the courtfronted Peterson about allegateacher who fled to Mexico with room and said, "I love you" aftions of an inappropriate relaa 13-year-old student so she ter the hearing.
tionship with the boy.
She
started
sex
with
having
could have sex with him was
Peterson was arrested a week
sentenced Monday to six years the boy when he was 12 years
a
at
old
and
student
the
middle
later
in Mexico after the boy
in federal prison.
school
where
she
the
called
his family.
taught
in
Kelsey Peterson, 26, had
The Associated Press previpleaded guilty in July to a south-central Nebraska town of
|
i ously named the/boy as police
charge of transporting a minor Lexington,
Peterson's 1 attorney, James were searching for him but
across state lines to have sex and
avoided a similar charge fhakt Martin Davis, had "publicly stopped using his name after auwould have carried a mandatory questioned the boy's birth cer- thorities charged Peterson with
tificate. Davis said the boy was a sex crime.
10-year minimum sentence.
at least"L6, and that he
The boy was an illegal imlikely
She will be credited for
was
the
at the time but has been
migrant
aggressor.
nearly one year she has already
Amy Peck, attorney for the granted humanitarian parole by
served and could get another
year offfor good behavior, said boy and his family, bristled at the Department of Homeland
Security.
the suggestion.
U.S. Attorney Joe Stecher.
Peck has said she plans to
"He was a 12-year-old boy
The guilty plea doesn't mean
it,"
and
the
defendant
knew
seek
a visa that could put the
Peterson is offthe hook on state
after
Peterand
in
Peck
said
his parents on the path
July,
boy
which
include
kidnapcharges,
to citizenship.
son's guilty plea.
ping and first-degree sexual asPeterson was the boy's sixthShe said there is no relationsault.
grade math teacher at Lexship between Peterson and the
Her attorney, James Martin Davis, said he hoped those ington Middle School during boy.
"I would fully doubt if there
charges will be dropped, but the 2005-06 school year, then
started having sex with him in will be a relationship in the fuDawson County Attorney Elizabeth Waterman said she will November 2006, according to ture," Peck said.
Associated Press
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Congress works to revise bailout
the people." He predicted a bill
would pass this week, although
President Bush spoke with help small business owners and
the House, not the Senate, is the
Associated Press
both nominees during the day avert runs on banks by customfocus ofthe dispute.
WASHINGTON (AP)
and made another statement in ers fearful of losing their savThe House on Monday
Congresbalked at approving the measional leaders scrambled Tuesthe White House. "Congress ings.
sure, pilloried in many quarters
House Republican leader
day to come up with changes must act," he demanded in front
of the cameras.
as a handout to big business.
to help them sell the failed
John Boehner welcomed McAs the pace of legislative Cain's and Obama's embrace of
The 228-205 vote sparked the
$700 billion financial bailout
to rank-and-file members. One jockeying quickened, the atmoa higher insurance cap, saying
largest sell-off on Wall Street
since shortly after the Sept. 11,
idea gathering support: raise the sphere on Wall Street seemed congressional Democrats had
2001, terror attacks.
federal deposit insurance limit to be improving. The Dow rejected it Saturday.
to reassure nervous savers and
Another possible change to
Bush noted that the maxiJones industrials rose some 485
mum $700 billion in the prohelp small businesses.
points on the day after they had the bill would modify "mark to to look at all ofthose."
Senate Banking Committee posed bailout was huge, but was
Presidential rivals John Mc- plunged 778. But more atten- market" accounting rules. Such
Cain and Barack Obama antion was on credit markets as a rules require banks and other fi- Chairman Christopher Dodd, D- dwarfed by the $1 trillion in lost
nounced separately that they key rate that banks charge each nancial institutions to adjust the Conn., told reporters, "I'm told wealth that resulted from Monsupport a plan that some House other shot higher, further evi- value of their assets to reflect a number of people who voted day's stock market plunge.
"Because the government
Republicans had pushed earlier: dence of a tightening of credit current market prices, even if 'no' yesterday are having seriraising the limit from $100,000 availability.
they plan to hold the assets for ous second thoughts about it." would be purchasing troubled
to $250,000. Within hours, the
He added, however, "There's no assets and selling them once the
"I recognize this is a difficult years.
Some House Republicans say game plan that's been decided." market recovers," he said, "it is
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. vote for members of Congress,"
Senate Republican Leader likely that many of the assets
chairman asked Congress for Bush said. "But the reality is we current rules forced banks to reMitch McConnell of Kentucky would go up in value over time.
temporary authority to raise the are in an urgent situation and the port huge paper losses on mortlimit by an unspecified amount.
consequences will grow worse gage-backed securities, which said it was time for all lawmakUltimately, we expect that much
might have been avoided.
ers to "act like grown-ups, ifyou — if not all — ofthe tax dollars
That could help ease a crisis each day if we do not act."
Republican House aides said
of confidence in the banking
Liberal Democrats who will, and get this done for all of we invest will be paid back."
CHARLES BABINGT0N
ANDJIMKUHNHENN

system, said chairman Sheila

Bair.

the FDIC proposal might attract
some conservatives who wantto

—

Citigroup buys Wachovia;
layoffs expected in N.C.
BYRICKROTHACKERO

AND CHRISTINA REXRODE
McClatchy Newspapers

CHARLOTTE (AP) — Charlottebased Wachovia, a banking
stalwart that survived the Great
Depression, 1970s economic
woes and a consolidation wave
that stripped many cities oftheir
hometown banks, on Monday
succumbed to a ravenous credit crunch that is upending the
banking world order.
With his bank saddled with
badloans, aplunging stock price
and concerns about its financial
soundness, Wachovia chief executive Bob Steel essentially
agreed to break the company
apart to prevent it from failing,
amid unprecedented turbulence
in the U.S. financial system.
New York-based Citigroup is
buying Wachovia's banking operations as well as most ofits assets, with help from the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. Left
behind is a standalone public
company, still called Wachovia
and based in Charlotte, that will
house the brokerage, asset management and insurance units.
While the deal preserves
much of the company, it likely
means layoffs for thousands of
Wachovia employees, a chal-

lenging integration with Citi
and uncertainty about what will
be left in Charlotte.
In a transaction hammered

hemoth to compete with Charlotte's Bank of America and
New York's JPMorgan Chase.
Remarkably, it could have

been worse, considering the
during marathon negotiations over the weekend in New failures of institutions such as
York, many details were still IndyMac and Washington Muunknown Monday. Analysts tual, which also were mired
said what remains of Wachovia with soured mortgage loans.
could be sold to another bank or
Wachovia said Citi will keep
brokerage firm.
the combined retail bank based
For investors, it was a drain Charlotte, and Citigroup
matic coda for a stock that has CEO Vikram Pandit praised the
fallen from around $60 per share know-how and customer service
in the spring of2006 to $1.84 on reputation of Wachovia's larger
Monday.
operation.
Pandit also said the company
A company once worth more
than a $100 billion in market is considering keeping the "revalue is now worth less than spected" Wachovia brand.
$4 billion.
"It's essential to have a strong
In the deal, Citigroup is pay- presence in Charlotte, N.C," he
ing $2.1 billion in common said in a conference call with
investors.
stock for $700 billion in Wachovia assets and more than
The sale likely means big
$400 billion in deposits.
layoffs for Wachovia's work"It's very, very much a body force of 120,000.
In a statement, Citi said it
blow to the city," said retired
Bank ofAmerica chieftain Hugh expects to realize more than
McColl Jr.
$3 billion in cost-savings by reThe deal is a dramatic fall for ducing "overlapping functions."
an North Carolina institution — Those cost reductions would
amount to about 15 percent of
the 2001 combination of Charlotte's First Union and Winston- Wachovia's nearly $20 billion
Salem's Wachovia — that grew expense base in 2007.
into a national giant by gobbling
Wachovia was already in the
up other cities' banks.
midst of cutting about 7,000
Combining Citi and Wachojobs, largely in the mortgage
out

via creates a third national be-

opposed the bill are suggesting other changes. Their ideas
include extending unemployment insurance and banning
some forms of "short selling,"
in which investors bet that a
stock's value will drop.
The White House signaled
a willingness to accept some
changes to the bill. Spokesman
Tony Fratto said there are plenty
of good ideas to help the financial markets and "we're going

"The dramatic drop in the
stock market that we saw yesterday will have a direct impact
on retirement accounts, pension
funds and personal savings of
millions of our citizens," Bush
said. "And if our nation continues on this course, the economic
damage will be painful and lasting."
Some lawmakers reported a
shift in constituent calls pouring
into their offices. Calls and emails were overwhelmingly opposed to the rescue plan before
Monday's vote, many offices
said. But Monday's stock market dive prompted calls Tuesday
from Americans furious about
Congress' inaction, some said.
Rep. John Campbell, R-Calif., who voted for the legislation, said, "The calls now are
saying, 'I lost 10 percent of my
retirement yesterday,'" Campbell said. "The calls I'm getting
are thanking me now."

Consumer spending hits weakest point
MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press

—

WASHINGTON (AP) Consumer spending in August turned
in the weakest performance in
six months, underscoring the
threat the economy faces as
the government's stimulus program fades into the past.
The Commerce Department
reported Monday that consumer spending was unchanged in
August, even worse than the
small 0.2 percent gain econo-

mists had expected. It was the
weakest showing since spending was also flat in February.
Personal incomes were
up a better-than-expected 0.5
percent, a rebound after a 0.6
percent drop in July. After-tax
incomes, which felt the impact
of the stimulus program to a
greater extent, dropped by 0.9
percent, however.
The data were released as
the House prepared to vote on
a $700 billion bailout of the
financial system. The com-

promise packaged, hashed
out in marathon meetings by
lawmakers over the weekend,
would be the largest financial
system rescue since the Great
Depression. It is aimed at buying up soured mortgage-related
assets from banks in the hope
that would pry open credit
markets, get lending flowing
again and jump-start the economy.The government pumped
out the bulk of $92 billion in
stimulus payments from late
April through mid-July.
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What does this mean for Aggies?
MALCOLM EUSTACHE
AND DEXTER MULLINS
Register staff

The economic crisis on Wall
Street mayhave hit a little closer
to home for many Aggies as of

Monday when Charlotte based
bank Wachovia announced it
would be selling its banking
assets to New York-based Citi-

group

Managing editors Malcolm
Eustache and Dexter Mullins hit
The Yard to find out what's happening and what students are
talking about.
Then Mullins spoke with Dr.
Basil Coley, Professor Emeritus
in the School of Business and

Economics, to see if there is a

cause for concern

With so many Aggies using
Wachovia's banking services,
and with two ofthe three ATMs
on campus belonging to Wa-

chovia, it's no wonder students
are pondering the bank's next

gie Visa card from Wachovia,
or any Wachovia card, may be
move.
getting a new card in the comDexter Mullins (DM): Now that ing months."
Wachovia is no longer a bank,
(DM): So what exactly will
what will happen to students' happen to Wachovia? What is
money?
their role going to be?
(DC): "Wachovia will only
Dr. Coley (DC):"For a student,
you will not lose your money keep the financial sector of the
because the FDIC insures your business, the stock. Citigroup
money up to $100,000 and lowwill take over the banking secer. So students money will not tor."
(DM): So how long do you
be affected.
"Even with the buyout, Citithink it will be until these
group will do well."
changes will take affect?
(DM): So do you think that
(DC): "By the end ofthe year.
Citigroup will issue new cards Citigroup has to decide whether
for all the people withWachovia it willkeep the Wachovia name,
or change it all together.
checking and credit cards?
What about the students who
"As of right now that decihave the Wachovia.AggieOne sion has not been made."
Card?
(DC): "It is quite likely that

Citigroup will issue a new card
to its members.

"Students who have the Ag-

Aggies, what do you think?
Let us know. E-mail us your
questions and budgeting tips at
register @ncat. edu

N.C. ports help reduce gas crunch, Easley says
MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press

—

RALEIGH (AP) Gov. Mike Easley says gasoline distributors in
Charlotte can get more fuel for
stations they serve if they haul
their trucks to the coast.
Easley said Monday gas at
port terminals in Wilmington

and two other states should
help reduce supply problems in
North Carolina — particularly
in Charlotte. Some outlets have
been empty for days.
The governor said his office
is trying to connect needy distributors to the oil companies
with port supplies.
Gasoline has been slow in

coming out of the pipeline terminal in Charlotte. Easley said
some oil companies haven't released their full supply because
they're worried they'll run out
before the next shipment.
Easley said the supply problems will work itself out but
urged consumers to "reasonably
conserve" gasoline until then.

INTERNING WITH US
ISN'T ROCKET SCIENCE.
THEN AGAIN, MAYBE IT IS.
The U.S. Air Force is looking for electrical, computer and environmental
engineering students who want to work with some of the most advanced

technology in the world and at the same time get paid well to do it. If all this
sounds intriguing to you, contact AFROTC and learn how you can spend
your summer on the cutting edge
Pay is $4,500 for 10 weeks
Round-trip airfare, lodging and living expenses
Rental car
Students who complete the program may be offered AFROTC scholarships
Pays 100% of tuition and fees

$900/year for books
$400-500 tax-free monthly stipend
Call 1-336-334-7707 orvisitAFROTC.com
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No man deserves the
right to slap a woman
While sitting for two hours
in a movie theater, watching a
ridiculous soap opera-like film
called a 'A Family that Prey's',
Tyler Perry once again left me,
confused and disappointed by
his "black girls need a man and
Jesus" message.
I'm not the biggest fan of
Tyler Perry, however I do in
fact respect his work but in "A
Family that Prey's" there was
one scene thatleft a sour taste in
my mouth. I wasn't necessarily
shocked by what was flashed before my eyes because it is only
a movie, but the reaction from
the audience is what struck my
attention.
In the movie, a woman was

bad-mouthing her husband at
a diner in front of her mother,
sister, and the customers. While
talking down to her husband,
she revealed to him that she's
been having a love affair with
her boss (who is also his) and
that she has a child by him. The
husband, now pissed that he has
been caring for a child that is
not even his own was pushed to
his limits from his wife's foul
mouth and slapped her. She then
flew across the counter in front
of everyone. The mother and the
daughter said NOTHING to the
husband.
As I'm watching this scene
with disappointment, the women in the theater were applauding the slap in the wife's face.
I even over heard one girl saying, "That B*tch deserved to
get to slapped." To make matter
worse, mother's who were present in the theater brought their
children.

Children watched the crowd
praising the slap and were
laughing themselves, mocking their mothers. It seemed as

if

everyone
accepting that scene
in the movie,
as something
was

funny

and

well deserved,
when in fact
that situation

cal abuse, including verbal, is
not acceptable. In the movie
her husband slapped her so hard
that she flew across the counter, and that deserves a standing
ovation?
I wonder as women when
did we start thinking less of our-

selves to agree with this kind of
behavior?
As Women, we are delicate
TOWNSELL
I agree that human beings. We were geevery human netically structured to not be
being does have their breaking as strong as a man. We are nurpoint, but there comes a time in turers, mothers, sisters, daughters, grand daughters, and it's
your life where you should handle your emotions responsibly. ashamed that a woman feels like
Reacting in an extreme manner a slap from a man can be justidoes not solve the issue; it just fied.
What people fail to realize
adds fuel to the fire.
For the women in the theater is during that scene is the wife
who agreed with that response I was unhappy with her husband,
feel you should think otherwise. and was in love with her boss.
She brought home most of the
If your friend was bad mouthing her husband right in front of family income, cooked, clean
you, and he then swung on her, and was exhausted. She felt like
would you feel like she deserved her husband was not full-filling
it? Or would you stand up and a man's role. Now, that's no excuse for her to act bitter towards
do something about it?
him and to sleep around, but I
Women are always preachdon't hear anybody justifying
ing about how to avoid an abusive relationship, or how they the wife's actions, so why the
were once in one and advise husband's? They were both in
every woman to refrain from it. the wrong.
I feel like Tyler Perry had
Apparently there must be some
everyone hating the wife to the
exceptions to that rule ofphysical abuse from your man. If a point where no one felt sympawoman disrespects her husband thy for her when she was physically abused, not even from the
or belittles him, then that woman is considered a B-I-T-C-H mother. That was a cold scene to
and for that, she deserves to get watch with a twisted message.
The lesson from that scene
slapped, right?
Well, leaving that theater 1 was don't over-step your boundaries with men; you might get
feel like the majority ofthe feslapped, which to me is an exwere
that
watching
males who
cuse for man to act irrational.
film agreed to that philosophy.
Now, I'm not trying to judge Regardless from what the film
portrayed, a man laying his
anybody's relationship, if slapping solves problems in your hands on any women says a
relationship, then by all means, lot about his character-- he has
slap away. But for me, physi- none
AASIYA

was very senous

Trina's new single is too graphic
for young ears and the radio
Yes we all understand that afternoon
when children
some rap music can be degrading to women, particularly men are home to
who degrade women in their hear it and that
songs and videos. But what if a is the message
women is degrading herself in she and the raher own song? Trina's new song dio executives
"Look Back at Me" is all about are sending,
This song
sex and nothing else.
the. CHARISSA
This song is played on 102 sends
has
meswrong
Jamz and 97.1. The song
YOUNG
sexually explicit lyrics that are sage to the
inappropriate for the radio. I youth because it openly dehonestly feel this song is too exgrades women. The bottom line
is this song is inappropriate for
plicit and very shallow.
Here is a woman who has children to listen and sing along
the power to reach millions of to.
Trina's song is a setback for
people with her music and she
out
our
people because it is just
music about giving
puts
what people expect from black
and receiving oral sex, releasing bodily fluids, and describ- rappers. She is sending the
ing engaging in sexual activity. wrong image not just for herself
Aja Buckner says, this song is but all black women, rappers,
a "verbal porno" because ofthe and black men.
Why isn't anyone having
explicit language and dirty dea problem with kids listening
tails.
to this on the radio as they get
This song is played throughout the day; in the morning and ready for school? Is it just be-

cause of its catchy beat? Or

maybe because most people just
want to dance and have fun? It
so shallow ofus to accept a song
with a good beat but terrible lyrBut honestly, in our country
today, there is so much more going on that we need to be aware
ofand not limit ourselves to just
listening to things about sex and
money. We cannot be blinded
from actual issues by listening
to trash on the radio and seeing
it on television.

Artists such as Nas and Lupe
Fiasco have great beats but you
don't hear them as often on the
radio as Trina. Is it because they
are actually talking about things
instead ofsex? Not enough people are ready to listen to music
on the radio that has a meaning
and talks about the issues that
affect us all so they settle for the
nonsense they hear on the radio.
There has to be a change.
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Dating is a business
Ladies have you ever
bought that fresh outfit for a
hot date? Or Guys have you
ever went the extra mile for
that special someone? If so,
you have now entered that
exclusive world of dating.
Dating is often compared to
business protocol because of
the steps you take to accomplish this one thing. In the
business world you prepare
yourself for the unknown,
like using standard questions
and avoiding that awkward
silence in the midst of conversation. These are the same
preparation techniques used
in entering a dating situation. This is all too common
in men and women as they
grow older and understand
the gestures in the dating
world.
With an employer we
dress nice, interact in educated conversation and we work
hard to get promoted. With
dating we dress accordingly,
engage in healthy conversation, and work hard to reach a
common goal. Still don't get
it?? Think about these analogies: nice suit is to business
just as fancy casual attire is
to dating, preparing to answer standard questions is to
business just as making sure
there is no awkward silence
is to dating. 5 key points we
practice within the business
world as well as when we

ofideas that will aid you in general conversation.
Arrive early: In busi4.
ness, be sure you arrive early at
Doing
your
homework: In
least 15 minutes before an interview so you can visit the rebusiness, you
stroom and check your appearwould wanl
to
research
ance in the mirror. Don't forget
to turn your cell phone on vithat particubrate so it won't interrupt the inlar company TRACEY
terview. In dating, you practice
beforehand so BATTLE
that you can
the same techniques, arriving on
durtime so your date doesn't have
knowledge
showcase your
ing the interview. In dating, you to waitfor you. Checking in the
mirror making a few minor adcan ask a friend for advice beforehand just to get some generjustments before your date may
al information about your date's start. And that unforgettable low
personality. This helps to come ring cell phone vibrate trick.
5. Follow Up: In busiup with great conversation.
2. Looking the part: In ness, after the interview, always
send a thank-you note to the inbusiness, your clothing is always neat and professional terviewer for his or her time and
looking. Looking your best in consideration. If you don't hear
a more conservative manner anything within the next week,
however you never are afraid call to politely inquire when
to show some personality into they will be making a final deyour look. We tend to always cision. In dating if the 1 st date
make sue our hair and nails are went well, you can call back to
see how the person is doing or
fresh, so we wont show up looking a hot mess!! In Dating fancy to set up another date.
casual is a good bet. Dress to
It's funny how two totally
impress.
different concepts have a great
3.
Always rehearse bedeal of attachment to one anforehand: Prior to an interother. So, if you have those datview, prepare answers to common questions What are your ing blues, can't keep a partner,
strengths and weaknesses? or can't seem to get a' date, unWhy do wan to work here? and derstand these common walks
the ever popular Tell me about oflife and try things a different
yourself? In dating, you might way. Realize this is your interview. Don't hesitate...don't get
not prepare answers to questions but you do have your lists worried. This is easy.
connect in the
dating society.

Exposing too much online
could cost you a job
Just about everyone has
an embarrassing picture on
Facebook or a video doing something that we had
no business doing. Yes, we
are in college and it is supposed to be the time of our
lives. However, if you do not
have a balance and most of
your profile pictures are inappropriate, it is not going to
be good when you are look-

ing for a job. Your Facebook
page is much more than a
way to keep in touch nowadays. Employers are now researching applicants' profiles
on social networking sites
to see what they do in their
spare time. More importantly, they wantto see if the
applicant will be a good representation of the company.
If you are trying to work for
some prestigious company,
the shot of you with a bottle
ofSmirnoffin your hand will
not help your cause.

Let's just say that you attended the Career Fair earlier
this month. You were looking clean in your suit and gators or pumps, new hairstyle
or fresh haircut, and excel-

lent resume'
in hand. You
walkedaround
Corbett Sports
Center with

your nametag

LAPORSHA

displayed and
information
packet, presented your-

LOWRY

self

as

the

best potential
employee you could to representatives from companies such
as BB&T and Duke Energy.
You got a callback for a second
interview the next day, and impressed the representatives from
your top choice. Everything was
going good and you thought that
you had the job until you got a
call from the company saying
that you were not chosen. Now,
you are confused and wondering
what you did wrong. However,
what you don'tknow is thatyour
potential boss saw the Facebook
pictures of you being drunk at a
house party and declined to hire
you. Or maybe you were halfnaked dancing on a pole or on
stage at Club Rain. That's not a
good look when you think about
you being hired is on the line

because of a picture

We have all seen the
pictures of ourselves or our
friends in the club, cup in hand,
usually hugged up with someone. Even if the pictures were
taken in harmless fun and you
did not mean for them to appear
a certain way, they could easily
be taken out of context and be
misinterpreted. Once you put
pictures on the Internet, they are
permanently visible to pretty
much the entire world. Your
grandchildren will even be able
to see them, so don't get made
when they come up to you and
ask, "Grandma, what were you
doing in this picture?"
Don't get me wrong; it
is okay to take pictures at parties with your friends. We all
do it, but you also have to be
conscious of the fact that your
potential employers do have access to your page, whether they
have a spy to add you as a friend
or they have their own personal
profile themselves. Even teachers and administrators are on
there, so it would be smart to
censor your pictures or to not
put certain ones on there to begin with.
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Chanticleers slip past Aggies

:

SPORTS

AGGil
RUND

CARLTON BROWN

VOLLEYBALL

Contributor

NORTHERN DIVISION

KIFFIN FIRED

TEAM
li
0MD Eastern-Shore
Delaware State
0Howard
0Hampton
0Morgan State
0Coppin State
0-

In a less than impressive
display by the Aggie Offense, the Chanticleers of
Coastal Carolina pulled out a
20-7 Victory in Greensboro,

OAKLAND, CA(AP) —The Oakland

Raiders fired Lane Kiffin on
Tuesday just four games into
his second season, bringing
finality to a situation that
had been simmering for eight
months. Kiffin had a 5-15
record since being hired last
year, losing his final game 2818 on Sunday to San Diego.

Saturday night.
With a 1 yard touchdown
run with 5:25 to go in the
1st quarter by redshirt Senior
Quarterback William Richardson, it was evident the
Aggie defense were in for a
long afternoon.
The first half became hard

WILLIAMS FIGHTS URGE
MIAMI, FL (AP) — Ricky Williams says he was briefly
tempted to smoke marijuana
during the Miami Dolphins'
bye weekend, an act that
could have ended his rollercoaster NFL career.
Williams has been in the
league's substance-abuse
program since 2002 and has
tested positive for marijuana.
Williams told The Miami
Herald for Tuesday's editions
that when players were given
Friday off, "automatically your
mind, which is so constrained
since training camp began
says, 'I'm free, what can I
do?'"

SOUTHERN DIVISION

TEAM
South Carolina State
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
North Carolina A&T

fense mixed their playbook
with multiple runs and short

passes, completing a 13yard

throw by Redshirt Junior

Quarterback Herb Miller
to

junior wide-out Giorgio

Lowrance.
Shortly after on the same

drive, Quarterback Herb
Miller's short pass was intercepted by Chanticleer freshman cornerback Josh Norman on the Coastal Carolina
25 yard line.
On the next drive of Coastal Carolina the offense drove
the ball down the field, moving the pig skin all the way
to the Aggie 23 yard line,
failing to capitalize on the
opportunity with a missed
field goal attempt by redshirt
sophofnore kicker Justin

...

CASH MAN STAYS
Brian CashNEWYORK(AP)

—

man is staying on as general manager of the New
York Yankees, agreeing to a
three-year contract that runs
through 2011.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Durham.
However, the Chanticleers
quickly rallied back after an-

0'

7 p.m.
Sunday
Winston-Salem State
Corbett Sports Center
noon

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL- REGISTER
RUNNINGBACK Racheed Grause of Coastal Carolina follows hisblocks during a run in A&T's 20-7 loss Saturday atAggie Stadium.

other unsuccessful drive by the
Aggie offense, Coastal Carolina
kicked a field goal and was now

up 10-0 with two minutes to go

in the half.
The Aggies ended the half

with no possessions inside the
red zone for the first half, compiling eight penalties for 61
yards for the entire game.
"Our offense sucked," said
head coach David Bennett of
Coastal Carolina.
The Chanticleers started the
second half with costly penalties, giving the Aggie defense
the ammunition they needed,
leading to Senior Chanticleer

Quarterback William Richard-

son's pass being intercepted in
the end zone, by Aggie linebacker Jamison Hedgepath for a

Hedgepath
This made the score 10-7
with ten minutes left to go in
the 3rd quarter, but the Aggies
still struggled moving the ball
in the second half.
Soon afterwards the Chanticleers took the life out of the

Aggies making a much needed
field goal to help Carolina take
a 13-7 lead.
"If our defense didn't play
the way they did, we'd probably lost this football game
tonight." said Bennett. He
commented on the tenacity of
the A&T defense keeping the
game close in the 4th quarter,

"The linebackers for A&T
that's their strength."

Quarterback William Rich-

subtle improvements in this
Hopefully, we can put it
all together in October against

The Aggies will face their
conference rival Norfolk State
in Norfolk on Oct. 3 at 7 pm
The A&T volleyball team is our conference competition."
after a nine-day layoff between
The tough times continmatches. Coach Schmiedel addlooking forward to taking some
much needed time off after enued last Tuesday when UNC ed that the team is just searching
during a tough non-conference Asheville defeated the Aggies for confidence right now.
season.
3-0 (25-16, 9, 14) at the Justice
"We have the athleticism to
The Aggies faced some Center. Junior Janae Mitchell be a good team once the conferstrong collegiate competition led the Aggie with five kills, ence starts, but it is not enough
during that time such as Wake four digs and two blocks. Senior to say it.. Once we become a
Forest and Charlotte.
middle hitter Avignon Williams smarter team on the floor, we
can be successful. We've played
They also played in some finished with four blocks.
The Bulldogs wanted to run some tough teams [In Septemmajor tournaments, including
their slide offense effectively ber] and we hope that translate
the Appalachian State Volleyball Invitational and the Alato keep the Aggies middle hit- into us being prepared for conters occupied. This gave their ference play in October."
bama State Volleyball Tournament. They got theirfirst win of outside hitters an advantage in
The Aggies (1-15) held close
the season against Mississippi one-on-one matchups.
in the final set at 11-9 before the
The first set was tied 12-12 Dogs went on a 9-2 run to take
Valley State in Alabama.
Head coach Lyndsay Schmiebefore Asheville went on a 5-0 a 20-12 lead. A kill by Burns
del said that the team is looking run to lead 17-12. The Dogs gave the Dogs match point at
forward to conference play.
used a 7-3 run to gain set point 24-14 and Jenna Dover ended
"We have had a rough time at 24-15. A&T pulled to within the match with her second kill
with a very tough non-conferof the night.
eight points before a service erence schedule, but I can see ror gave Asheville the set.
team.

FOOTBALL

ardson continued his struggles
in the 4th quarter throwing
another interception right into
the hands of Defensive lineman Jarrell Herring giving the
Aggies another opportunity on
the A&T 45 yard line.
But it was much of the same
for A&T to give the ball back
to Coastal Carolina.
."We had a good grip on this
game" said Hedgepath, "It's a
bitter taste in my mouth."
"Coming close don't count,"
said Aggie head coach Lee
Fobbs. Fobbs looks at his last
three losses in a more positive
light as preparation next week
against NCCU.

TEAM

Hampton
South Carolina State
Delaware State
Bethune-Cookman

Florida A&M
Norfolk State
Morgan State
North Carolina A&T
Howard
THIS WEEK'S GAME:
Saturday
vs. North Carolina Central
Charlotte, N.C.

6 p.m.

you

much needed touchdown.
"I went to go get it." said

Lady Aggies look to regroup after
tough nonconference schedule
LAPORSHA L0WRY
Contributor

0

THIS WEEK'S GAME
Friday
vs. Norfolk State
Norfolk, Virginia

to watch on both sides of the
ball for the Aggies. Fans saw
numerous misreads, costly
penalties, and under-thrown
passes throughout the first
several series.
In the first plays of the
second quarter the Aggie of-
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to VOTE?
1 deadline is Oct. 10
in North Carolina
GO ONLINE:
www.sboe.state.nc.us/content.aspx?id=23

A&T releases 2008-09 basketball schedule
DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor
The Aggie men and women's

basketball team recently released their 2008-09 schedules
for the upcoming season.
• With a total of 18 scheduled
conference games, both teams
will open their season against
non-conference opponents.
The women will open their
season in the Winthrop tournament in Rock Hill, S.C, against
Ole Mississippi of the SEC.
Three of this conference

have been scheduled including Alabama two and a
half weeks later, and Auburn on
teams

Dec. 6.
The tough non-conference
schedule does not get any easier
when the ladies face Big South

conference champions Liberty
(Lynchburg, VA) on Dec. 29,
and conclude their tour on New
Year's day against the Kentucky
Wildcats.of the Big 12 conference.
"We wanted to challenge
these ladies as much as possible," said head coach Patri-

cia Cage-Bibbs, the reigning
MEAC Coach of the Year.

Yes, you're good. But we need
know if they are happy just
being one of the best teams in
the MEAC, or do they want to
be one of the best teams in the
nation? We will find out."
Meanwhile the nonconference road trip for the men is just
as challenging at the start of the
season
to

The bulk of nonconference
play is on the West Coast where
the Aggies take on UNLV in La
Vegas on Nov. 22, following a
trip to the University of California in Berkeley, CA on Nov. 24.
Afterwards, the blue and
gold return back to Las Vegas to
open up the Global Sports Classic tournament against TexasPan American on Nov. 28.

"Your nonconference competition is always there to make
your team better for January,
February and March," said

Eaves.
"It doesn't matter the level of
competition, the whole idea is
to improve and work on certain
aspects of the game."

The men's schedule features
two early season home games.
The season opener is Nov. 14
versus the U.S. Merchant Ma-

basketball openers
Men's, Nov. 14.
Women's, Nov. 21
rine Academy (Kings Point,
N.Y.) and then they take on Talladega College (Talladega, AL)
on Nov. 16
"Anytime we can play twice

in front of our students early in
the season before they go home
for Thanksgiving, it's a good
thing," said head coach Jerry
Eaves, who is heading into his
sixth season.

"We're going to need that
early confidence boost because
as you know, our nonconference
schedule is always tough."
Eaves' ball club finished fifth
in the MEAC last year and saw
its best season since his hiring
in 2003.

Bibbs is entering her fourth
season after signing a contract
extension following a recordbreaking year.

The Lady Aggies only suffered one conference loss in
2007-08 and were regular-season champions for the first time
since 1994. The team's home
opener is Nov. 21 against Elon.

Get Ready For Homecoming Aggies!!!

-

Specials for October 1st 11 th

Relaxer Specials $45
Shampoo/Style $30
Brows $8
Ceramic Phusion Is Here!!!

Walk-Ins Welcome!!!
Hours of Operation
Monday Appointment Only
Tuesday 8 am -2pm
Wednesday Friday
10am 6pm
Saturday 8am 3pm
Call for Appointment (336) 358-2225
(For the full menu of service, check out our website)

-

-

-

--

College Discounts Tuesday & Wednesday
Waxing Wednesdays Discount on all waxing services

2103 Pyramids Village Blvd.
Greensboro, NC 27405
I (336) 358-2225
(Next to the Wal-Mart off Cone Blvd.)
www.jadeandcosaIon.com

-
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Marcus Cobb is crowned king

of Aggieland
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts

WHITNEY DICKENS

Register Reporter

The Student Union Advisory Board
hosted the Mr.Aggie Pageant onWednesday,
Sept. 24, at Harrison Auditorium.
The theme ofthe pageant was based off
ofthe hit VH1 reality show, "I Love New

Master P
starts BBT
Network

and entertainment.

York."

This rapper turned disney
channel family man is
creating Better Black Television Network. This channel will go in head to head
competition with BET.
-A.H

J

Boot Manna

Local entrepreneur U
Thant Devlin has invented
a product that revitalizes
suede and nubuck. He offers students a chance to
be entrepreneurs by selling kits to achieve 53%
profit increase.
-A.T.

Marcus Cobb, senior merchandising
design major from Capitol Heights, Md.,
was crowned Mr. Aggie 2008-09. Travis
Jackson, sophomore public relations major
from Charlotte, N.C, was first runner-up.
The second runner-up was Joe Thompson,
senior accounting major from Richmond,
Virginia.

Tu'rayn Sharp performed with Dudley
High School drum line as he twirled the
cymbals and incorporated an aggie chant
into his performance. Marcus Cobb and
his dancers danced to various songs. He
incorporated his chant; "All myreal Aggies
throw yo hands up," into the dancing.
"I am a little too mature for a dancing
entourage," said contestant John Hunt as
he began his chant. He performed, "Can
I get an Aggie Pride?" through rapping an
original piece. Joe Thompson came out
with a few Aggie Maniacs members and
incorporated his chants into his theme,
which was an aggie maniacs meeting.
The final contestant, Travis Jackson
defined aggie pride saying, "We are not
the same, we are some Aggies." He also
entertained the crowd by performing as
Michael Jackson.
"Each contestant had a unique
performance which displayed true
characteristics about their personality and
their style or 'swagger,'" said Tasheika
Truitt, a senior business marketing major.
Truitt is also the Rules and Regulations
Chairperson for SUAB and former
Miss SUAB. "Planning this event was an
extremely fun yet challenging task. But
overall, it was a pleasure."

EAGLE EYE staring Shia

LeBeouf, Rosario Dawson,

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS • A&T REGISTER
GOT PRIDE? Marcus Cobb, fashion desgin major, was a contestant in the Mr. Aggie Pageant during the "Aggie Pride" part ofthe Mr.
Aggie Pageant. The pageant was hosted by SUAB on Wednesday, Sept. 24, in Harrison Auditorium.

Austin James, junior elementary
education major was also at the pageant.
"All of the contestants were great, but I
was really rooting for Travis.
He really wanted it. His passion for it
was deeper than a show, deeper than a title,
he wanted that position to truly use it as an
outlet for community service and campus
uplift," said Travis Jackson.
He went on to say, "It was really cool
being a participant, I had all ofthe fun on
stage, but because I wasn't running for Mr.
Aggie I had none ofthe pressure."
When second semester sophomore and

ALBl

CAMPUS NOTI

Clothes for the
fashionable voter
ALEXANDRIA HARPER
Scene Editor

"The 'My Vote Counts' campaign
was started initially to marry the
importance of voting with fashion,"
said Craig Stokes, a 2004 Aggie alum
and member of the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc.
He is heading in this politically
conscious effort to get people registered
to vote with a trendy T-shirt design. The
shirts read "My Vote Counts."
Stokes has his Bachelor's degree in
architectural engineering from A&T
and went on to get a master's degree
in business from UNCG. Stokes has
designed a campaign initiative called
My Vote Counts.
Election Day is Tuesday, Nov. 4.
Early voting begins Oct. 13 and voters
may cast their ballots then or they may
vote on Election Day at their home
precinct. Aggies, you can vote on
campus in the Dudley Building from
Oct. 16 through Oct. 25.
This campaign has already made
moves on A&T's campus. The My Vote
Counts campaign registered nearly 200
students to vote in Williams Cafeteria
recently. Students who missed out on
that event will have a chance to join in

.

on the effort on November 2 nd
Plies will headline a concert focused
on voter awareness and the political

process. This campaign has other
celebrities support like Terrence J of
106 and Park, Bob Johnson, the former
owner of BET and Will-I-Am of the
singing trio Black Eyed Peas.
Stokes wants to draw people to the
polls by reminding them to "wear their
pride in voting on their sleeve." This
movement like the election is creating

animal science major, Brittany "Bonnie"

and Billy BobThorton will
keep all viewers on the edge
of their seats. A mysterious
call forces two strangers to
be put into different dangerous situations only to become
the country's most wanted
fugitives.This thriller opens
in theatres Friday, September
26th.
-S.J

Luster was asked about the event overall,

she replied,
"This year's Mr. Aggie Pageant was
very entertaining if I may say so myself.
Each contestant had something unique to
offer to our student body. No two acts were
truly alike.
Harrison Auditorium was filled with a
vibe of 'AGGIE PRIDE.' I felt as though
everyone gave it their all, whether they
gained the Title of Mr. Aggie or not, great
sportsmanship was in full affect."

FW

Jazmine Sullivan 'needs you bad'
ASHLEY GILMER
Register Reporter

Jazmine Sullivan was bornandraised
in Philadelphia, but by the sound ofher
debut album, it is not very easy to tell.
In case you are unfamiliar with
the name, Sullivan is the singer of the
summer banger "Need U Bad." The
single was No.l on Billboard's R&B
chart. This track has a reggae flavor
to it, enhanced by the ad-libs ofMissy
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T.I.'S PAPER TRAIL
ALBUM is in stores now.The
long awaited T.I album that's
been pushed back three times
was finally released yesterday
the 30th. "Whatever you
like" shot up to number 1 on
the charts. With this album
T.I. returns to lyrical writing while still remaining the
most captivating rapper on
his time
-S.J

Elliot.

an enormous buzz. This is the first time
in our nation's history we will have
either a black President or a woman
Vice President. My Vote Counts is
non-partisan or neutral organization.
Stokes main purpose is to get people
involved in the political process. It is
up to the people donning these shirts to
decide which candidate is fit to lead the
country.
For more information about My Vote

Counts visit craigstokes.com. T-shirts
are also available in the bookstore.

Fearless, her first project, was
released in the U.S. on Sept. 23 by
recording label J Records. This is not
your typical R&B album. She has a
number of surprising cultural influences
throughout her work.
The 21-year- old singer was partly
discovered by the legendary Stevie
Wonder. Through a string of fortunate
events she was able to sing for Wonder
who was so impressed by her that he
invited her to perform at his annual
"Toys for Tots" event.
After that her name spread like
wildfire. She was contacted by a
representative of J Records and worked
for a year in preparation for a face-toface meeting with Clive Davis.
After she belted out her honeydrenched voice for Davis, he simply
said, "Welcome to the family!"
Davis, who is notorious in the music
industry for signing and nurturing top
acts such as AliciaKeys, saw something
in Sullivan.
I must admit that what I expected
to hear is not what I heard. Sullivan's
low-key demeanor makes it hard to
imagine her singing "Switch!," a song
reminiscent of doo-wop, in which she
belts out how she would rather date her
man's best friend.
Oije thing that I did find predictable

COMMON AND N.E.R.D AT
REYNOLDS COLISEUM
By touching on other subjects, Sullivan
could have really set herself apart from in Raleigh, NC.The concert
kicks off Friday October 3rd
the rest of the R&B crowd.
Her whole vibe is similar to that of at 8 pm.Tickets are on sale
Lauryn Hill, mixed with some Chrisette at etix.com, 25 dollars in
Michelle, and a little bit of 1960s soul advance and 30 dollars at the
pop. In the end I found her and Fearlessdoor. Fans from all genres of
classic.
music are planning to attend
She hasn't reached her peak, but
is well her way. There are far more this electric filled concert.
positives than negatives with Fearless,
and for that I giveher a B+.
-S.J

D

about! this album

was how its primary
focus was on the ups and downs oflove.

1. Do you know why you haven't gotten a parking ticket lately? 2. Should we congratulate the person who ran over the ticket
machine? 3. Have you seen the police officer that looks like Trudy Wiegel off of Reno 911 ? 4. Who told women that having a gut
makes them full-figured? 5. Is it just me or do they just look full? 6. Any ladies notice an increase of man boobs on campus?
7. Should these men be considered full-figured? 8. Why is Jazmine Sullivan's cd called Fearless? 9. Isn't she scared of loving you?
10. How many times did McCain have the WTF look on his face? 11. About as many times as he told Barack Obama he didn't understand? 12. Did you ever think black people would come together with no food involved? 13. How about 20,000 at the bus depot
for Barack Obama? 14. Are you ready for the Aggie Eagle Classic in Charlotte? 15. Can we ask you to leave your weapons at the
crib? 16. Or ask the people from Durham to stay at home? 17. Did you know there is soft porn on campus with HBO? 18. Because
of this has anyone noticed the increase in single room request? 19. Losing three games in a row don't you feel like a real Aggie
now? 20. Is the homecoming concert for A&T students or for Greensboro loca

AGGIE- EAGLE- CLASSIC
will be in charlotte, NC on
Saturday October 4th. Kick
off time is at 5p.m. Fans
come dressed in their blue
and gold as we go against
the NCCU Eagles. This is the
biggest rivalry game of the
season and the stadium will
be packed so get their early.
-S.J

